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THEOREMS OF TAUBER TYPE FOR SOME METHODS OF SUMMABILITY
1_. Let f = { f>(r) y be a sequence of real functions k=0 defined on some set E = B(f) and let r0 = rQ(f) be a point of density of E. Let f (r) =1, fk(r) -1 = o(1) as r rft (k=1,2,...) and l Af k( r )l = 0(D uniformly on E (Afk(r) = fk(r) -k=0 -f k+1 (r)) ' We shall say that the series hold uniif ormly in n=1,2,... j 2° f^, h e H, -the set of all sequences f such that for the function h and some | r k|» r k~*" r o' t^le conditions -156 -
hold uniformly in n = 1,2,...; 3° F^ , h e H -the set of the sequences f e P^ for which f k (r) (k + 1) = o(1) as k-*-+©o, r e E.
(Below, we shall consider {u^j, h such that » ^h»
The following theorem is our basic result. (1) converges" to s. Proof. Denote by S Q the n-th partial sum of the series (1). For n = 1,2,... we have
where |r n j is the sequence satisfying (2) . By (2) and b Q = o(1), we get S n -L(r n ;f) = o (1) as n-»o°. Since L(r Q ;f) -s = o(1) as n-«» , then S n -s = o(1) as n -*o<>. The sequence f defined by 4° with p = -1 is the element of h(x) = log log (x + 4).
3. Theorem 2. Suppose that the series (1) is f-summable to s, f 6 P^, and that In view of (5) and (7) Corollary 5 in case p=0 and q = 0 is proved in , Theorems 1b,2b.
